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FuzeDrive Virtual SSD™
Are you ready to improve your computer performance beyond what you thought was
possible, at a price you can afford? Enmotus FuzeDrive Virtual SSDs (vSSD) deliver SSD class
performance without the high costs associated with using all SSDs and it provides far
greater flexibility in taking advantage of the rapid evolution in SSD technology.

Virtual SSDs

Real Time Optimization

Blend your performance storage with capacity
storage to create a virtual SSD. Installation is easy
and takes only five minutes using wizard driven
utilities. The software can be installed on new
systems as well as existing solutions. With the live
migration feature there is no need to clone your
existing data. You can migrate to an NVMe or
SAS/SATA SSD from existing HDD or SSD volumes.

FuzeDrive vSSD does all the work so you don’t have
to. Data access patterns are continually monitored
and active data is moved to and from the flash in
real time.
Easy to use graphical management
tools make it easy to tailor the system to your
application. The pinning feature allows you to lock
selected files, such as database indexes, to either
the fast or slow storage devices.

Achieve New Levels of Performance

See What Your Storage Is Doing

Imagine your computer with the performance of an
all-flash solution. Finish jobs faster and run more
virtual machines. FuzeDrive vSSD treats your flash
as primary storage (not cache) so reads and writes
occur at solid state speeds for your active data.

Our visual monitoring tools provide a simple way to
monitor activity to the fast and slow storage
devices and quickly gauge the system efficiency.
eLive Monitor lets you see read/write activity to
your storage both in real time and historically.

Improve your data base performance

Visualize your storage like never before
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Upgrade Your Server
Storage Servers with FuzeDrive Virtual SSDs are the
ideal solution for performance intensive
applications be they local, remote office or data
center based. Bare metal servers targeting a single
application can take full advantage of the
performance of the flash storage while maintaining
competitive cost points. FuzeDrive increases the
efficiency of virtualized servers, allowing an
increase of virtual machines plus providing the
capacity to store large volumes of data. Support for
the Windows operating system and a wide range of
storage devices means the solution can be tailored
to any application and system requirement.

Stand Alone or Virtual Server Deployment

Upgrade Your Workstation
Professional PCs are requiring large amount of storage that can benefit from SSD performance but are
often prevented from using all flash due to the prohibitively high cost. Virtual SSDs break the cost
barrier and enable those 4K digital efforts or engineering projects to benefit fully from the use of high
performance flash storage without sacrificing capacity.

Maximum Capacity
Number of vSSDs
System RAM Cache
Drive Pooling
File Pinning
Supported Devices

FuzeDrive vSSD 8

FuzeDrive vSSD 16

FuzeDrive vSSD 32

8TB

16TB

32TB

1

2

2

2,4,8G

2,4,8G

2G

Operating System
Support

Stripe, Concat
Integrated File Explorer and Command Line Pinning
SATA, SAS, PCIe SSDs (NVMe, AHCI, FusionIO)
SATA, SAS HDDs, Hardware RAID Virtual Devices
Microsoft Windows Server 2008R2, 2012, 2012R2, 2016*
Windows 7, 8, 10

* Tested with Windows Server 2016 Technical Preview 5
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